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Developing intercultural  
communicative competence  

in the context of Kazakhstani 
educational environment

Kazakhstani foreign language education policy as the policy of the 
whole world educational community has shifted a focus from simple com-
municative competence which was a goal of foreign language education 
for over three decades in FLT (1970-1990) to intercultural communicative 
competence, as a simple acquisition of purely functional use of language 
didn’t satisfy the needs of learners as well as teachers in the conditions 
of necessity of constant interactions on the international level. Therefore 
the aim of this article is to reveal the ways of developing foreign language 
learners’ intercultural communicative competence in the conditions of 
Kazakhstani educational system on the base of defining the notion and 
structure of intercultural communicative competence, determining the 
main factors of developing this quality and consequently to work out some 
scientific and methodological recommendations.
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Кaсы мовa Г.

Қaзaқстaндық бі лім бе ру  
aясы ның кон текстін де  

мә де ниетaрaлық  
ком му никaтивтік  

құ зы рет ті лік тің дa муы

Қaзaқстaндaғы отыз жылдaн aстaм қолдaнылғaн шет тіл дік бі лім 
бе ру сaясaты әлем дік бі лім бе ру ке ңіс ті гі не қо сылa оты рып ком му-
никaтивтік құ зы рет ті лік ті мең ге ру дің ек пі нін , мә де ниетaрaлық ком-
му никaтивтік құ зы рет ті лік ті дaмы туғa бет бұр ды өйт ке ні ше тел ті лін 
тaзa функционaлдық aспек ті де қaлыптaсты ру хaлықaрaлық дең гей-
де бі лім бе ру бaры сындa мұғaлімдер мен оқу шылaрдың тaлaптaрынa 
жaуaп бе ре aлмaйтыны мә лім. Сон дықтaн бұл мaқaлaның мaқсaты 
қaзaқстaндық бі лім бе ру жүйесі нің не гі зін де мә де ниетaрaлық ком-
му никaтивтік құ зы рет ті лік ті дaмы ту дың құ зы ре ті нің ұғымдaры мен 
құ ры лымдaрын aнықтaй оты рып тaбу жә не осы сaпaны дaмы ту 
фaкторлaрын дa aнықтaу мен қaтaр тиі сін ше ғы лы ми жә не ғы лы ми-
әдіс те ме лік ұсы ныстaр бе рі ле ді.

Тү йін  сөз дер: Лингвa фрaнкa, ком му никaтивтік құ зы рет ті лік, мә-
де ниетaрaлық ком му никaтивтік құ зы рет ті лік тің.

Кaсы мовa Г.

Рaзви тие меж культур ной  
ком му никaтивной  

ком пе тен ции в кон тексте 
кaзaхстaнс кой  

обрaзовaте ль ной сре ды

Кaзaхстaнскaя по ли тикa иноя зыч но го обрaзовa ния, кaк и все 
ми ро вое обрaзовaтельное сооб ще ст во, пе ре мес тилa aкцент с прос-
то овлaде ния ком му никaтивной ком пе тен цией, яв ляв шей ся целью 
обу че ния инострaнно му язы ку нa про тя же нии бо лее 30 лет (1970-
1990гг.), нa фор ми ровa ние меж культур ной ком му никaтивной ком-
пе тен ции, тaк кaк овлaде ние чис то функционaль ным aспек том 
инострaнно го языкa не от вечaло тре бовa ниям кaк обучaемых, тaк и 
учи те лей в ус ло виях необ хо ди мос ти пос тоян но го взaимо дей ст вия с 
но си те ля ми инострaнно го языкa нa меж дунaродном уров не. Поэто-
му цель стaтьи – выя вить ос нов ные пу ти рaзви тия меж культур ной 
ком му никaтивной ком пе тен ции в ус ло виях кaзaхстaнс кой сис те мы 
обрaзовa ния нa ос но ве уточ не ния по ня тия и ст рук ту ры меж культур-
ной ком му никaтивной ком пе тен ции, оп ре де ле ния фaкто ров рaзви тия 
дaнно го кaчествa в кон тексте нaционaль ной сис те мы обрaзовa ния и 
соот ве тст вен но рaзрaботaть нaуч ные и ме то ди чес кие ре ко мендa ции.

Клю че вые словa: Лингвa фрaнкa, ком му никaтивнaя ком пе тен ция, 
меж культурнaя ком му никaтивнaя ком пе тен ция.
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The rapid economic and technique development on a global 
scale, the growth of international tourism have caused the continued 
expansion of English as a global language. One quarter of the world 
population, it’s between 1.2 and 1.5 billion people are already fluent 
or competent in English, moreover, English language becomes a 
«lingua franca» for the people who belong to different nationalities 
and languages, needed to use English as a single accessible means 
of communication in the educational and professional environment, 
and it would be right to cite here the well-known statements of 
Crystal D.: «There never has been a time when so many nations 
needed to talk to each other so much. There never has been a time 
when so many people wished to travel to so many places. There 
never has been a more urgent need for a global language» [1, 8].

But it doesn’t mean that non-native speakers of English are 
successful in English language communication with native speakers, 
they often come across the problems of misunderstanding mostly 
connected with the partner’s culture. All these conditions make us to 
reconsider the existing practice of teaching and acquiring a foreign 
language, just English language, at educational institutions, define 
its goal and objectives in accordance with current international 
policy. The goal of foreign language education has been changing 
as much as the model of language competence has been developing.

As it is known, the theory of competence is originally 
derives from N. Chomsky’s distinction between competence and 
performance, definition of «linguistic competence» supposed to 
be achieved while learning language [2]. Later on, D. Hymes finds 
the N. Chomsky’s definition of competence too narrow to describe 
language behavior as a whole [3]. D. Hymes deems it necessary to 
distinguish two kinds of competence «linguistic competence» that 
deals with producing and understanding grammatically correct 
sentences [2], and «communicative competence» that deals with 
producing and understanding sentences that appropriate and 
acceptable to a particular situation. Thus, D. Hymes coins a term 
«communicative competence» and defines it as knowledge of the 
rules for understanding and producing both the referential and social 
meaning of language. 

Along with N. Chomsky’s and D. Hymes’ contributions to the 
theory of competence it’s necessary to point to the further development 
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of notion and structure of communicative 
competence by H. Widdowson [4], M. Canale and 
M. Swain [5], Van Ek [6]. The importance of Van 
Ek’s idea to include «socio cultural», «social» sub 
competences into the content of communicative 
competence underlines a necessity of introducing 
culture into foreign language learning and teaching.

Thus, inclusion of socio cultural component 
into communicative competence, and then its 
transformation into intercultural communicative 
competence as a goal of learning and teaching 
foreign languages reflected the real needs of 
modern society. Existing for over than three 
decades a dominant methodological strategy of 
forming communicative competence aimed at 
simple acquisition of purely functional use of 
language didn’t satisfy the needs of teachers as 
well as learners, there appeared a need for cultural 
content of foreign language education. But it 
doesn’t mean a full refuse from forming foreign 
language communicative competence because 
these two notions are correlated with one another 
as the achievement of intercultural communicative 
competence is possible only in the condition of 
developing learners’ communicative competence.

So, the spread of intercultural communication 
studies all over the world (1970-1990), appearance 
of two terms connected with this study: «intercultural 
competence» and «intercultural communicative 
competence» influenced the need to reveal the 
difference between them, develop the notion, 
structure and content of intercultural communicative 
competence.

In spite of the term of Intercultural 
communicative competence (ICC) was introduced 
first in 1983 by J. Baxter [7], it was M. Byram who 
has most extensively developed the concept and 
the applications of Intercultural communicative 
competence (ICC) since the mid-1990s [8]. Michael 
Byram introduced the possibility of distinguishing 
between both competences:

– in Intercultural competence individuals 
have the ability to interact in their own language 
with people from another country and culture, 
drawing upon their knowledge about intercultural 
communication, their attitudes of interest in 
otherness and their skills in interpreting, relating 
and discovering; whereas

– in Intercultural communicative competence, 
interaction takes place between people from different 
cultures and countries in a foreign language, the 
knowledge of the participants of another culture is 
linked to their language competence through their 
ability to use language appropriately and their 

awareness of the specific meaning, values and 
connotations of the language[8, 70-71].

M. Byram gave not only definition and 
distinction between two mostly confused terms, but 
developed six factors or «saviors» to be acquired 
and developed by the learner while learning foreign 
language. All these dimensions of Intercultural 
communicative competence concerned with attitudes 
and values, knowledge, skills of interpreting and 
relating, skills of discovery and interaction, and 
critical cultural awareness. A thorough study of the 
«saviors» presents an Intercultural communicative 
competence (ICC) as an integrative quality based on 
social, cultural, psychological, linguistic knowledge 
and skills, personal characteristics [8, 31-54; 9, 57-
66].

Nowadays an intercultural communicative 
competence is defined by scholars as a capability, 
which allows a language personality to overcome the 
borders of his native culture and get a quality of not 
only languages but also cultures mediator without 
losing his native cultural identity. This approach 
proves the idea of forming a second language 
personality while learning a foreign language [10].

So, the above given survey of foreign language 
goal at current stage made us to search the answers 
to the following questions: What place does the ICC 
take in Kazakhstani foreign language education? 
What factors of developing learner’s intercultural 
communicative competence are taken into account 
while constructing foreign language education? 
Are all pedagogical and methodic opportunities of 
current system of foreign language education used 
properly? 

The formation of intercultural communicative 
competence in foreign language learning defined by 
Concept of Kazakhstani Foreign Language Education 
[11; 12] as criteria of developed person’s ability to 
participate in foreign language communication on 
intercultural level. In the context of intercultural 
paradigm a learner becomes a subject of academic 
process and subject of intercultural communication 
on the base of forming a second language personality 
while learning a foreign language within the frame 
of following levels: A1-C2. 

By foreign language learner we mean a person 
who is studying one of the foreign languages, 
just English, and in our case in artificial language 
environment. Therefore we agree with N. Galskova 
[13] that it’s quite impossible to form a second 
language personality of learners out of natural 
language environment. It would be better to speak 
about different levels of developing a second 
language personality depending on the type of 
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educational institutions and foreign language 
learning opportunities presented there. So, ordinary 
secondary schools are oriented to form a very initial 
level of second language personality’s structure, 
while the specialized linguistic schools, such as 
linguistic gymnasiums and lyceums – a more higher 
level represented by switching the learners to a 
foreign picture of the world.

In these conditions, the issue of authenticity, 
so important in teaching foreign language, because 
it helps to prepare learners to real authentic 
communication with native speakers, for easy 
orientation and adapting to living abroad.

The authenticity is provided in our foreign 
language education by using authentic teaching 
sources and inviting native speakers as foreign 
language instructors. 

Authentic materials not only motivate the 
learners, but also provoke teachers to better handle 
the foreign/second language culture they are 
teaching. According to Byram and Esarte-Sarries 
[14] the textbooks should be loaded not only with the 
culture of target language but with native language 
culture as well.

As for the intercultural loaded foreign/second 
language textbooks used by Kazakhstani learners 
they are characterized mostly as one-sided, because 
they contain the information of culture of target 
language but lack of native language culture, 
which influences the opportunity of becoming a 
real intercultural speaker. Only the last years the 
Ministry of Education and Science took into account 
this problem and nowadays such international 
editions as Macmillian and Cambridge University 
Press began to work intensively on the adapting 
their English language textbooks for Kazakhstani 
learning environment. Thus, in 2013-2014 
academic years the following textbooks developed 
by Cambridge University Press were included into 
the List of textbooks recommended by Ministry of 
Education and Science of RK:

– Primary Colors for Kazakhstan (for 1-4 
grades);

– Messages for Kazakhstan (for 5-8 grades);
– English in Mind for Kazakhstan (9-11 grades).
All these sources are in the process of approba-

tion in 87 experimental schools, where English lan-
guage is taught from the 1-st grade. An analysis of 
these textbooks have revealed a superficial level of 
adaptation as mostly English names, titles and others 
have been changed into Kazakh ones and that’s all. 
It’s not enough and to our mind the teaching sources 
of English language used in Kazakhstani educa-
tional institutions should be adapted and changed 

additionally by the foreign language teachers them-
selves while the process of learning. That’s why a 
great attention should be driven to the intercultural 
communicative competence of language instructors 
and here we have to reconsider our point of view 
toward the teacher of foreign language, just English.

The idea of authenticity presented by native 
speaker in the role of language instructor is pecu-
liar to communicative approach but not always to 
intercultural approach aimed to formation of ICC, 
because it doesn’t take the learners’ own culture in 
learning process and as it was said above it won’t 
contribute to the forming them as intercultural 
speakers. The replacement of native speaker as 
a reference point for foreign language learner by 
the intercultural speaker, a mediator of both lan-
guages and cultures was introduced by Byram and 
Zarate [15]. But being a mediator implies building 
bridges between languages and cultures, therefore 
in the process of learning a new foreign language 
and becoming an intercultural speaker, the first lan-
guage cannot be suppressed. Competence of native 
speaker and intercultural speaker is not the same lin-
guistically or culturally. That’s why a serious atten-
tion should be paid to the quality of native language 
and culture learning while future teachers’ profes-
sional training. The future foreign language teacher, 
whether it’s a native speaker or not, should be aware 
of that the better the learner knows his native lan-
guage the easier he will be aware of differences of 
foreign language and culture. So, an «intercultural 
teacher», a curious, open-minded, widely travelled 
teacher can help students see connections between 
their own and other cultures, as well as awaken their 
curiosity about difference and otherness, develop 
tolerance and sympathy toward foreign culture.

All these factors undoubtedly important for 
developing learners’ intercultural communicative 
competence but all of them should be used on proper 
methodological basis, just on the base of integration 
of communicative, intercultural and learner – cen-
tered approaches, where the latter directed to devel-
op learners’ potentials of understanding, interpreting 
and relating intercultural experience, skills of dis-
covery, interaction and critical cultural awareness, 
which can’t be formed only in the classroom. The 
developing of intercultural communicative compe-
tence has to be integrated in the curriculum content, 
classroom activities, fieldwork and independent 
learning environment, where the learners could get 
necessary knowledge, develop skills of interpreting 
and relating different lingua cultural phenomena, 
improve the skills of discovery, interaction and criti-
cal cultural awareness. All this depend on learners’ 
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experience of native language and culture, social 
experience, which is a ground for revealing differ-
ences between native and foreign cultures, forming 
ability to interpret these differences adequately and 
then develop the skills of proper interacting with 
foreigners by means of cognitive, creative, and in-
dependent activity based approaches. The more na-
tive language and culture proficient is a learner the 
more successful he will be in the process of devel-
oping his intercultural communicative competence. 
That’s why the teaching learners to native language 
and culture, just Kazakh, must be leading and basic 
goals during all the period of education, it doesn’t 
matter is it a secondary or higher education, just the 
content and methods are different. 

The process of developing the learners’ intercul-

tural communicative competence is a very complex 
phenomena and multi aspect activity which depends 
on some factors: social and economical, social and 
pedagogical, methodic, social and cultural, and in-
dividual ones, which must be represented by Ka-
zakhstani concept of foreign language education, 
defining strategy of foreign language education, 
curriculum and syllabus with intercultural content, 
proper teaching sources (manuals, course books), pe-
culiarities of social and cultural context of language 
learning environment, used methods and techniques 
in teaching, intercultural competence of language 
instructors, and the most important – the learners 
interest, motives and their language and cultural ex-
perience in developing intercultural communicative 
competence as personal and professional quality. 
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